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Be in control of your fleet with real predictive 
maintenance and overcome challenges, support 
innovation and drive future growth.
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Predictive maintenance is much more than using past work history to make 
assumptions about the future! It is not about guessing, as it is about knowing. But 
how this can be possible?

Predictive maintenance uses condition-monitoring equipment to evaluate an 
asset’s performance in real-time

Predictive maintenance is based on machine learning algorithms and 
cloud-based analytics of the acquired data, allowing companies to develop 
customized and specific maintenance solutions

UUsing data collected by condition-monitoring devices during normal operation, 
predictive maintenance uses advanced formulas to compare real-time data 
against known measurements, and accurately predicts asset failure.

WHAT IS PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE?

Maintenance costs
down by 50%

Unexpected failures
reduced by 55%

Repair and overhaul time
down by 60%

SSpare parts inventory
reduced by 30%

30% increase in uptime

WHAT EXTRA POINTS
CAN YOU GAIN WHEN
BEING PREDICTIVE?

And keep in mind that the global predictive maintenance market is expected to 
grow to 6.3B by 2022! It is a technology that yesterday was a dream, today is a 
must and tomorrow it will be mandatory. Take a look at the ascending trend from 
the past years!

Capturing data Communicating data Making predictions
via data analysis

PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE AT

A GLANCE

And there is more…
By using predictive maintenance, you can have an accurate representation of 
what’s happening inside the asset without any kind of productivity disruptions.

TThe condition-monitoring sensors measure different kinds of parameters 
depending on the type of machine. Most commonly, they measure vibration, noise, 
temperature, pressure, and oil levels, but you can go beyond that and even 
measure components like electrical currents and corrosion!

All the data collected is analyzed using predictive algorithms that identify trends 
with the aim of detecting whether and when an asset will require repair, servicing, 
or replacement.

Predictive maintenance is related to on-board diagnostics featuring fault 
detection and root cause isolation. Predictive maintenance takes this one step 
further by predicting future failures instead of diagnosing already existing.
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vs.

Predictive maintenance is not an end for preventive maintenance. Both of them 
have their defined role, and the most relevant aspect is that they share a common 
goal - to stop asset failures before they occur. What’s different between being 
predictive or preventive is the approach, and this approach can do a massive lap 
within your daily operations. So choose wisely the maintenance strategy that 
better suits your company and take a good look at your efficiency and costs.

Jack is a fleet manager. He manages remotely a fleet of 100 trucks. He is 
responsible for monitoring and maintaining the entire fleet. To make things easier, 
all the trucks are equipped with telematics devices, both hardware and software, 
that stream information and real time data about the machine’s vital stats. This 
helps Jack ensure that the trucks are in a healthy condition. And that is how 
predictive maintenance comes into play:

Predicting future failures! How? Models are build using historical data and with the 
help of advanced technology like machine learning

Offering proactive alerts! Why? So Jack can know of any upcoming maintenance 
needs.

Scheduling maintenance! What for? Reducing costs by avoiding unexpected 
machinery accidents.







PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE

VERSUS PREVENTIVE
MAINTENANCE

LET’S PUT IT
SIMPLE

…..

It directly monitors asset performance 
during normal operation to anticipate and 
predict failures

The goal of predictive maintenance is to 
transition from unplanned downtime — 
which is expensive and disruptive to your 
operations - to planned maintenance

Based on real-time data and correlations 
(high-frequency raw data readings, data 
science, machine learning, historical 
performance data and contextual data)

Significantly reduces unexpected failures 
using condition-based predictive alerts

Monitors the performance and condition 
of equipment during normal operation to 
reduce the likelihood of failures.

Proactively performed while an 
equipment is under normal operation in 
order to prevent unplanned downtime

Effective in identifying problems between 
scheduled inspections

Statistics related (using metrics like 
mileage, engine hours, fuel usage)

Reduces unplanned downtime due to 
sudden equipment failure

Time-based approach in which 
maintenance activities are carried out at 
fixed time intervals to reduce the risks 
involved with equipment failure

Predictive maintenance
predicting problems to increase assets reliability

Preventive maintenance
predicting problems before they occur
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Simply put, predictive maintenance is all about exploring big data so you can 
generate cost savings. Going more specifically to the fleet management area, 
predictive maintenance uses the operating condition (from the Diagnostic Trouble 
Codes) of a vehicle to predict emerging problems. These operating conditions are
ttransmitted through the vehicles’ network (CAN lines), announcing the Electronic 
Control Unit (ECU) when something is not functioning right. You can now make 
adjustments, fix the error, without getting to the root of the problem! But with 
predictive maintenance, that is precisely what you are going to do - not making 
adjustments between two dashboard lights, but solving the original problem!

Time is money! With predictive maintenance you can save them both. That is 
why fleet managers are embracing predictive analytics to stay on top of 
maintenance and mitigate part failures before they happen!

Keep in mind that all data is important in order to make predictive work for you. It 
can be raw data or even better contextual data. Do not focus only on vehicle data, 
you do need to have them all in order to make accurate predictions - from weather 
conditions to driving conditions.

Reduced downtime and increased vehicle availability
Repairs can be carried out just before a breakdown. That 
represents a major advantage

Fuel economy and smart resource planning
Proper maintenance can save fuel and give you the insights 
for smart planning, as data is collected and analysed to 
effectively predict current and future fuel consumption in 
optimising fuel economy for fleet managers

Increased efficiency of fleets results in increased 
efficiency of drivers
Fleet managers can make more educated decisions with 
less expense, making them more efficient and effective. 
More than that, it can automate an entire decision-making 
process

More control means lower costs
Providing a great return on investment, PdM offers you the 
option to foresee when a machine needs care, saving on 
repetitive costs

HOW
PREDICTIVE

MAINTENANCE
CAN IMPACT FLEET

OPERATIONS?

MAIN
BENEFITS

BUSINESS
OUTCOMES

WHAT YOU DO WITH
ALL THE DATA IS WHAT

REALLY MATTERS!
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The great news is that you already have all the data you need. And all that 
telematics investments already made. With lots of hardware that collects all the 
data you need. Predictive analytics comes to empower all of these data to provide 
meaningful and actionable insights promptly. Such sophisticated analytics as a 
real-time pipeline leakage capability requires a streaming analytics platform that 
interprets and analyzes a combination of real-time vehicle data and catalogued 
data.

Predictive models make it possible for fleets to make more educated decisions 
with less expense. The main component in leveraging fleet analytics is assembling
and analyzing actual fleet data. To develop accurate and valuable predictive 
models, it’s essential to understand the challenges you want to address first to 
ensure that the models solve a real-world problem. Real data and real issues are 
the key!

Any industrialized on-board monitoring or predictive maintenance algorithm 
must be limited to existing hardware with respect to sensors, signals and 
computational resources.

PREDICTION TYPES AND USAGE

01.
Remaining Useful Life:
predicts how many miles & how much time is left from a specific component until 
it needs to be replaced.

02.
FFault predictions:
determines if a specific component is prone to failures in an immediate time frame 
(2-90 days).

03.
Health scoring:
predicts if a certain component will have an important health degradation in a 
foreseeable time frame and if it can affect other systems.

ARE YOU READY
TO MAKE THE DATA

MATTER?

DIFFERENT SYSTEMS
NEED DIFFERENT

TYPES OF PREDICTION
ALGORITHMS!
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DATA COLLECT

The data already collected via your telematics devices (position, speed, trip 
distance/time, idling, harsh braking and driving, seat belt usage, fuel consumption, 
vehicle faults, battery voltage, and other engine data).

FLEETCARE PLATFORM

All the data is being brought in the fleetcare platform and with advanced 
algorithms such as Machine Learning techniques and Artificial Intelligence, the 
data sets of daily trips are analyzed for warnings detection and future predictions.

PREDICTIONS

Based on the warnings made with Fleetcare, future predictions are made and all 
the information goes back to the user. With predictive analytics, all the patterns 
are being recognized, identifying problems before they occur.

Fleetcare is a unique fleet management application, based on predictive 
maintenance and real-time supervision all along the way. Build on artificial 
intelligence technologies and machine learning algorithms, Fleetcare can provide 
a much-needed productivity boost, also helping in reducing operating costs and 
transform the customer experience.

Take preemptive action on upcoming faults and fault escalation with cross-fleet 
data analytics! Use Fleetcare to:

Predictive maintenance brings fewer but better data and meaningful insights that 
can help fleet managers avoid data overload.

Optimize
your maintenance schedules and service vehicles exactly 
when they need it.

Provide
health management and prognosis for your fleet.

Identify
faults fast and resolve issues first time.

Reduce
over servicing, vehicle downtime and reactive issue 
management on your fleets.

KNOW TODAY
WHAT WILL HAPPEN
TOMORROW WITH

FLEETCARE
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Deliver results on time, on budget and to agreed quality standards

WWith over 10 years of experience in the field of measurement and signal 
processing, Cango develops products and solutions for CANbus and vehicle data 
signals, providing innovative and integrated solutions for logistics, transportation, 
construction or agricultural. Our products are developed and permanently 
upgraded according to the demands of durability,  temperature, moisture, 
vibrations and EMC.

We have always faced our challenges with creativity and innovation and due to our high flexibility, responsibility, 
and extensive customer support, we are committed to always do so for our customers and partners. With this in 
mind, throughout our CANbus Services, we are developing, Knowledge as a Service, an out of the box solution 
that can match with any telematic device. And we can all embrace change and continue to experience success.

With dedication and commitment for our customers, we are also proud to be the Winner of Frost and 
Sullivan Customer Value Leadership Award for CANbus solutions in 2018 and 2020.  

ABOUT CANGO

THE FUTURE
VISION OF CANGO
Knowledge as a Service

Thank You!
Contact

Are you ready to use wisely all the 
data you already have? 

Get in touch

Follow us on

215 Mihai Bravu Blvd, 8th floor, Bucharest 021323, 
Romania

Contact us at office@cango.ro

Mail your questions via support@cango.ro

Send your PO at sales@cango.ro

40 31 4152733

40 31 4100687
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